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**BOOKS** (present to past).
For out-of-print titles: check AbeBooks.com

So you think you’re crazy. Seattle WA: Coffeetown Press.
Humor: What’s funny. lulu.com
Exploring inner space: The voyage of self-discovery. lulu.com
Dreams and you. lulu.com
Divine spark: The case for spiritual intelligence. lulu.com
Lead and manage: The four cornerstones. lulu.com
Syzygy: A unified personality theory. lulu.com
Cults and terrorism. lulu.com
Buddha, Tao, Zen: Mystic triad. lulu.com
Zen classics. lulu.com
Light from the East, a gathering of Asian wisdom. Boulder CO: Stone Bridge Press.
Humor: Theories, history, applications. iUniverse.
Hypnosis complications. iUniverse..
Life after death: The chances, the choices. White Plains NY: Peter Pauper.
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